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EVALUATING EVALUATION

IITTRODUCTION

Evaluators are people who question. They question whether some pro-

grams in the schools are worthwhile. They question whether other programs

might be carried out more effectively. They question because they are the

kind of people who want to know what is going on and believe that such

questions are best answered by examining data relevant to the issue.

One of the issues which evaluators inevitably question is evaluation

itself. They qutstion whether they are doing the best job they can with

the resources at hand. They question the accuracy and technical acceptab

of their work. More basically, they question the worth of evaluation

effo ts. They seek answe s to questions about evaluatIon as much and as

eagerly as to questions about programs. Thus is born meta-evaluation.

Evaluation is still a relatively new field. Only recently has it

had the time to pause in its attempts to get its evaluations accomplished

to deal in depth with the question of its own Pvaluation. There are nany

signs to show that this concern is now growing--AERA workshops in meta-

evaluation 65 advance requests for this paper, incre sing discussidhs

among evaluators gathering together any time and any place. This search

for improvement Is a healthy process, which should contribute in the long

run to a general improvement in the whole field of evaluation. HoweJer,

it is to lecessarily appropriate for evaluators themselves to carry out a

meta-evaluation. Just as evaluators distru t program personnel who feel

they can complete an unbiased evaluation of their own worth, the credibility

----of an ev luator trying to answer questions on which hi- job will depend Is



necessarily in question. No one should be asked to decide. on his own existence.

Not all evaluations are car ied out, however, to decide whether a program

should be continued. It is less clear whether an evaluator can do an effective

job of formative evaluation of his own ac ivities. Perhaps for some aspects

of evaluation a meta-evaluation carried out by evaluators themselves would

be most informative. In any case, the question of who should evaluate

evaluators is not one which is going to go away if ignored. Besides the

evaluators themselves, the clients of evaluation--school board, program

officers, administrators, the publicwill inevitably ask sumMative questions

about evaluation. The task must be done-and formally or informally it will

be done. The only real questio' is who will do it.

The answer to this question mu t inevitably depend On another: What is

the purpose of the metaevaluation? It may be to decide whether evaluation

is a wise expenditure of resources, and should therefore be continued. It

may be to provide information to evaluators to improve their own functioning.

It may be to validate the quality of the evaluator work.. It may be an

attempt to ensure survival, or placate angry school personnel, or even to

meet some mandated guideline. In short, the reasons for meta-evaluation cover'

as wide a scope as the reasons for program evaluation. Each of these

reasons carries different information needs and implies different persons

or groups to do the meta-evaluation.

Although as noted earlier, the topic of meta-evaluation is beginning

to gain in interest and attention, it can hardly be considered a well-devel-

oped topic. Stufflebeaml noted in 1974 that -eta-evaluation was limited in

Stufflebeam, D. Toward a Technology for Evaluating Evaluation.
Accession Number ED 090 319



scope, with minimal research and little examination of the problems involved

in actual evaluation work. Since that time awareness of the importance of

the topic has been increasing, but this increase has not been accompanied by

a corresponding increase in research and examination In the literature.

WE D RESEARCH DIRECTORS.

In order to eXplore some of these questions, we conducted a survey of 58

large city research directors in the United States. These directors are

members of a group who meet annually at AERA. Two questionnaires were sent to

eadh person on the list Of this groUp. One questionnaire asked for

research directors' attitudeS toward m--a-evaluation and also elicited their

perceived needs for meta-evaluation of their own -ffice's activities. The

second questionnaire, to be filled out only by those who had some: kind Of

evaluation conducted of their office, asked for information concerning this

evaluationwho carried it out, whether it was worth it, etc. The general

questionnaire was returned by 39 of the 58 people to whom it was mailed.

Responses to this questionnaire are shown in Figure 1.

"WE SHOULD PRACTICE WHAT WE F cH."

In general the results of this questionnaire support the conclusIon

that meta-evaluation is a conce 36 of the respondents said they were in

favor of evaluation of public school activities. The responses included

comments such as "We should practice what we preach", and "Evaluation i

essential to monitoring effective services." One of the two dissenters

indicated that evaluation criteria would be very difficult to establish;

some persons in favor of meta-evaluation expressed-the same concern. tn

spite of this overwhelming support for the idea, howeve , only 10 (26%)

f the-respondents reported having had some kind of formal evaluation

5



Have your departmen 's a =ivities ever been formally evaluated?

10 yes
28 no
1 no response

On hew many occasions have your evaluation actjvjties been formally
evaluated?

28 zero
3 once
2 twice

2

Are you in favor o "evalua

35 yes
2 no
2 no responae

thTee times
four.or more times
no response

:f public school evaluation activ ies"?

Why would you want to have your department's act v _ie- evaluated?

16 general self improvement
10 self improvement in specific areas
5 establish or clarify our role
4 establish credibility for us
4 for "good public relations" and/or to gain staff
4 set priorities and allocate resources
2 improve professional standards
2 general positive comments
2 other

no response

5. Please rank the following evaluation ac ivities in order of their greatest
need for evaluation in your department 1-nreatest need).

Median Activity No. of people ranking item
Ranking 1 2 3

1 Communication of results 9 9 2
2.5 Evaluation designs 8 8 3
2.5 External communication with school personnel 8 7 4
5 Data-qUalitT 5 5 6
5 Management skills of evaluators 4 2 8
5 Instrument design 2 1 4
7.5 Data analyses 2 1 8
7.5 Internal management 4 3 2

Figure 1: QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES. Responsegpto questionnaire sent to dIrectors
of large city research directors in spring, 1977. Based on 39 ,

respondents, of 58 mailed; Page 1 of 3)-
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6 What kind of Information would you want to see collected in such an
evaluation?

The responses to this question were so varied that it seemed likely that
the question communicated different things to different people; we could
not make a meaningful tally of responses.

7. Do you believe that your department could do an adequate job of evaluating
its own activities?

.1.7 yes
21 no

no response

If money were no object, whom would you ask to do an external evaluation
of your department's activities? (You may name a specific person or
describe the qualifications, affiliation, etc., of the "ideal evaluator".

The data were first categorized by types :f persons desired:

18 public school evainat--
12 university professor
7 specifically named individuals or groups
3 public school administrators
2 management experts
1 eXternal firms
6 other

.don't know

The data were then categorized by v4hether a team was specifically indicated.

11 team specified
11 individual
2 not clear from response whether team or Individual was pre erred.

How would you locate this person?

send out a RE?
select someone from my own personal knewledge or contacts
Through AERA or the Large Cty: Research Directors
Ask a colleague's advice

12
6
6

3

3 Involve others within the diut ict in the search
3 gther

Fi ure Continued. (Page 2



10.- If your department contracted an external evalua ion of its activities
do you predict that it would be worth the money it cost?

18 yes
4 no

15 don't know
no response

11. What Political payoffs would be created by an evaluation of your depar ent's
activities?

9' I'm not sure
9 it would have positive effects prestige, public relations, respect,

support)
4 no effect
4 Improve our credibility
3 improve our activities/skills
2 client would understand our activ ties better
1 improve our funding situation
7 other

12. Do you have any otherconvictions or attitudes about "evaluating public
schOol evaluation"?

The responses we received to this question Indicate hat yes, people do
have other convictions and attitudes--voluminously. The essays we received
defied coding and tallying; we have referenced some in the text and integrated
them into our thinking, but we can't reduce them to numbers.



their activities.

The reasons for evaluation given by the respondents are focused heavily

on formative information-26 respondents listed some general or specific self-

improvement reasons for wanting an evaluation. Other reasons focused on

persons external to the eval tor--such as credibility--formed a much smaller

category. Of the kinds of activities seen as needing improvement, communi-

cation of results clearly stands out in the mInds -f evaluators. Evaluation

designs and communication with school personnel were also ranked high in

concern. Data analysis and management skills of evaluators were not ranked at

the top of their concerns by many respondents, but they were ranked third by

many people--these are evidentlY relatively small, but prevalent, concerns.

Responses to the question about what kind of information should be

collected i: such au evaluatio_ support the concern of those who feel that

criteria would be difficult to establish. Most answers were very general

--usefulness of results quality of data, cost effectiveness. Most respondents

in fact indicated the area they would like to see addressed, rather than the,

specifid information which would elucidate this area, Indeed, the answers

sound very much like those which program people give initially when their

input into evaluation designs is sought!

"WE TgLL IT LIKE IT IS"

Surprisingly (to us, at leas nearly half the evaluators felt that

they could do a good job of evaluating themselves. These persons felt that

they had competent staff with a good understanding of the framework in which

they work. The primary concern of those who did not feel that they could

adequately evaluate themselves -as bias or lack of ob ectivity.



Besides the evaluator, who is perceived as a desirable eva tor?

The majority of responses to a question about whom the evaluator would

choose to carry out a meta-evaluation fell into twO group --public school

evalnators and persons associated with a university. They would be located

by REP.'s- :by personal contacts, through AERA. Some people had individuals

already in mind; the majority did not. Of the 39 respondents, 21 specifically

indicated that they wanted a team or group _f individuals.

"AND I'M STILL NOT slam"

Although there is a strong interest in evaluation and strong belief that it

should be done, there was definitely concern about whether it would be worth_

while. Nineteen of the respondents felt it would be --

a meta-evaluation,

:hwhil& to contract

and only few said,it definitely:would not be worth the

cost, but 15 respondents expressed doubt about the value. Reasons for this

doubt included lack of good criteria bad expe iences from past contracted

evaluations_by external firms, and cost of the evaluation. -The general

state of uncertainty concerning the whole area was graphically illustrated

by one respondent who said "We did Eontract an evaluatiotil and I'm still

not sure."

INGE

Evaluators! general convictions regarding a-eva uation confirmed our

own feelings,in this area--there is strong interest in, and strong perceived

need for, meta-evaluation. There is also strong concern about the criteria to

be used and the backgronnd of the meta-evaluators as well arsabout the cost

1 0



Concerns such as these are certainly familiar to any evaluator--they are

identical to those expressed by most of the people we evaluate! It was a

.bit startling to discover that we have the sam_- doubts about and feats of

our evaluators as our "evaluaterls" have of us!

WHO EVALUATES? WRY AREHYQU EVALUATING?

In addition to the general results given above werwanted to address the

question of whether the perceptions pf who makes the best evaluator differ

depending on the reaSons for the evaluation and the greatest needs for

evaluation. To study thi issue we carried out a series of two-way cross-

tabulations between "who" (as indicated by questions 7 and and "what"

indicated by questions 4 and 5) It was immediately clear that, ab expected,

different needs tended to be associated with different eta-evaluator

preferences. Results are.summarized in Figure 2 below.

-Eelf improvement

Credibility

Professional concerns

Flublic-relations

Priority and-resource
allocation

Role establishment
or clarification

Other

Public Univer-
School ,sity,
Person Person

12

Adminis- External
trator Firm

Figure 2: PERSONS CHOSEN FOR VARIOUS EVALUATION PURPOSES. Cross-tabula-ion of
reason:given for an evaluation (question, 4) with.persOn named to carry
put an'eveluation::(question 8).

11



There was considerable variety in when the various meta-evaluators named

were chosen. Por reasons which are essentially inte-,:nal to an evaluation

unit-7self improvement, _for instance--the most frequent choice for evaluator

was another public school evaluator. Evaluators evidently have most trust

one of their own kind understanding the context and being able to provide

useful feedback. When the purpose was externally motivated, on the other

hand-77credibility, for instahce--a university professor or external firm

became more desirable. This probably reflects a belief that another public

school evaluator might be perceived by the 7outsiden as too clo e to the

evaluator to be unbiased. It may also reflect a feeling that exte-_ 1

concerns need other viewpoints _eflected in the meta-evaluation.

Examining the rankirg of specific activities by need for

comparing this ranking to the evaluator recommended refines this

in

observation sanewhat.

general

These results are summarized in Figure 3. P blic

school evaluators were in general recommended more often than any other

category of meta-evaluator for evaluating internal matters but persons who

ranked their need for Internal management evaluation high named university

professors to carry out the eval:

evaluators only 28% of the time.

ion 50% of the time and public school

ConVersely, while public school- ev luatore_

were not in general the most frequent choice when the

-evaluation:expressed wa externally oriented, lor

_on for metP-

the -specific activ

of external communication with school personnel, those rating it high in

need for evaluation named Public school evaluatora 41% of the time, and

university professors only 19% seems as though there are

categories, such as management, which are not perceived as primarily in the

he public- schoo Thereare others,_such as external



communication with the schools, where in spite

in communication the general knowledge o

the -Astence of experts

school _-ontext which another

public school evaluator would have tends __

:Evaluation Designs

Data Analyses_

Instr-_ent Design

1.1Canag _ent Skint

Communicat n of
Results

Internal Manag e

External ComMunications

Data Quality

outweigh:othe considerations,

wo 00
0 w 4.1 w wEn 0 rA 0 1J CJ 0

4-) CO Ca 10 ^0
U . 03 1.4 0 1-1 4-1 .1-10 W 0.1 CIO 0 'A > il 4.1

g l , 1 - . . 1 P, 4-1 C B v.1 C-1 44 ell.0 W H 0 0 1.1 0 0 9:1 .5 5 0
&I

= 0 ui qi 71-1 ).4 -pa nv 0., 0 .61 2 g
1 1 , 4 1 = E 1 1 M Ilk iz A 1 ixi -24 cn 1i aW

10 2 6_ 6 1 2 4 1

2

0

0

Figure 3: PERSONS CHOSENJOR-EVAIAATION:FOR DIFFERENT:MM.-HEMMING HIGH_IN
NEED:OF EV=ATION.-- 'Cross-tabulation of'person-namedto carry:out:
anievaluation (question:8):_with:activities ranked first or: second

-_inimportance (questip)..-

_Figure- also illustrates another facet the choice of evalUator---

teams versus individuals. For most-categories of activities teams and

individualswere named with approximately:equal_frequency. However, respondents_

ranking data quality and communication of_results high In need:for evaluation
:

:specified-a team 75% of the t --d-persons ranking evaluation designs high

--inneed specified-a team-83% of the time. This may indicate a perception of
. _

-these areas_as particularly complex and multi-faceted, thus_requiring a7team approach. _1i



Another interesting insight into choice of meta-evaluators is given by

looking at the relationship between activities ranked high in need for_-

evaluation and:response to the question about carrying out an adequate self-I

'evaluation. These results are:summarized in Figure 4 below.

NO YES N0

Internal Management
ExternaLCommunicatiens_
:Data Quality
Evaluatioesigns
:Data_Analyses.:
Instrument Design
Management Skins
Communication ofResults

.86

. 67

. 44

.56

.67
1.00
.50
.47

Figure 4: SELF-EVALUATION RELATED-TO ACTIVITIES IN NEEp OF EVALUATION. Cross-
tabulation of response to whether evaluato0s-department could
adequately evaluate its own activities(question 7)-by activities
ranked first or second in need of evaluation (question 5).

Evaluators ranking internal, management high-in need for-evaluation seldom-

felt that-they. could'do:an adequate job_of,self eval. tion

conce ned aboUt communication of resultsand data quality were more-likeli-

to feel that they could:do ah adequateijob. This pattern reflects thati

shown in Figure 3--public school evaluators feel they coulddo an adequate

A-ob of self evaluation in roll3hlyl_the same-ar s as they feel most -strongly

that a public school_evalnator Would make a suitable meta-evaluator. Categories

where they feel leaSt

-those_where:they tended to list University_prpfessors andvexternal-firms

with greater frequency.

14



"A TEAK CONSISTING OF"

Another interesting insight into choice of evaluators is illustrated in

-Figure 5-!-the relationship between kinds of evaluators named and whether

team was specifically indicated. Most of the categories of meta-evaluato

most likely to be ment4oned As part of a team However, o e

Mentioning another public school evaluator did not specify a

third of those

t only118%

of those specifying a university professor did not do so as:pa

ere

A team was not generally specified when the choice was a firm; this

because the firm-is perceived as a team already. These data suggest that

evaluators see their field as many-faceted :requiring experts from several

different backgrounds to evaluate their efforts. However, another public

school eval :or is evidently more likely to be considered capable of carrying

out an entire evaluation alone-7presumably becauseihe must also have some

background in all the facets of-eval on.

ndividual % Team

Public School Evaluator 12 6 .67

University Professor 9 2 .89

Management or Consultant Firm 0 2 .00
External Firm. 0 1 .00
Administrator of District 3 0 1.00
Specific Individual 6 1 .86

-Other' 4 .80
Don't Know 0 0 .00

Figure : CHOICE OF EVALUATOR RELATED TO CHOICE OF TEAK OR INDIVIDUAL. Cross-
tabulation of what kind of person was named and whether a temmlies
specifically requested on item 8.



"ALWAYS WORTHWHILE TO BE MATED UP"

Clearly who should carry out a meta-evaluation depends on the purpose

for-the evaluation:and the greatest needs for evaluation-. Does the expected'

worth of the evaluation-also depend -n

sheds some light on this question.

hat is being evaluated? Figure .6

Internal Management 1 1

External Communications 6 1
Data Quality 4 1
Evaluation Designs 7 2

Data Analyses 1- .0
Instrument Design 0 0
MAnagement Skill6 4 0
Communication of Results 8 2

.43

.44

.47

Figure 6: NEED FOR EVALUATION RELATED TO WHETHER EVALUATION WOULD BE
WORTHWHILE. Cross-tabulation of areas ranked first or second.
on need for evaluation (question 5) with whether an evaluation
would be worth the money (question 10).

. Clearly there are perceived differences ta the:worth of evaluationi depending

on 'the catego y to be evaluated. Person- concerned about management skills

f evaluators data analyses and evaluation designs were most likely--to

feel that an evaluation -ould be worth it Persons who rated internal

management high in need fo eValuation were much less likely to feel that it

would be wOrth it.

This survey confirms two beliefs witi-Ligh -h-- started an;examinat_on _

-the question of who evaluates the evaluator:

The importance of meta-evaluation is Increasing.

Ite:.person whoisrperceivecLas best to:carry out--.Almeta7evaluation
idepends on the purpose of the evaluation.

1
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NFORMATIQN FOR-DECISION MAKING"_

Meta-evaluation shares many characterIstIcs with any other evaluation.

e way of examining the data epOrted and bringing some resolution

to the persistent question of 'who" is examine the evaluation of evalultion

a framework WhiCh has proVed fruitful-for many program eValuationa-t

of providing infOrmationlor decision making.

meta-evaluation might address:

Should the evaluat on o

Should the evaluatio
about program contir

There:are many decisions which

ce be expanded, cut sck, reftinded, etc?

ice's findings be used for making decisions
refundingetc?_

-Should the evaluation office's findings be used for ma
about-program focus;i2otganization,',etc?,

What should the evaluation office evaluate?

Should the evaluation office be reorganized?

g decisions

Should the evaluation office change the kinds of questions_it asks?

Should_the'evaluation office_ make changesAn the technical-aspects
of its work?

Should the evaluation offide change the way ft presents its results?

Should the evaluation.office make :banges in the Way, it interacts
41':.the reat of'-the-:Aistrict?

Let us consider some of these decisions.

_ --"EVALUATION 90ES ON ANITUALLY AS WE SUBMIT OUR BUDGETS FOR THE COMING YEAR
TO OUR-ADMINISTRATIVE SUPERIORS."-

Ultimately the decision about continuing cu ting back, etc will be

made, clearly, by whoever approVes the evalUation budget--district school

board4-:-federal program-officer- Kinds of criteria 1lkely1 to be used

=Include: Wbat proportion ofthe total budget goes into evaluation?-- Did-



the un t prov

progr

improve?

de information useful in making important decisions about

If evaluation findings were acted on by programs, did the programs

This decision wIll clearly be a politically oriented on: with

relatively little hard data to answer i This suggests that the eta-

valuator should be first of all one familiar with the politics of a school

district. The level of technical skills required is relatively low, but the

level of credibility.required is very high, since_thedat&are likely to

be "soft". From thi-evaluation office's viewpoint meta-evaluation addressing

this point will probably n t have much internal benefit; however, the

external PR value of having had an evaluation carried out tan be enormous.

"TO PROVIDE AN INDEPENDENT J1]DCNT THAT THE OFFICE IS FUNCTIONING ON A
PROFESSIONALLY SOUND :BASIS'.

-.Theinext three decisions listed above are all relate&-basically they

deal with:the=worth and-credibility if the-findings of the evaluation office.-:

-:Some of the questions which-igould be addressed here are technical ones:

-e the analyses ppropriate Are the_conclusio:- drawn -arranted by 'the

data? Are proper testing:and scoring procedures ed to minimize error?

In-addition, there:are some less technical questions which will certainly

nfluence the decision:: Are the criteria used for the evaluation appropriate

-h ._nion of the decision maker? How much influence on the findings

presented did the staff of the p_---ram being evaluated have?

:1The decision er obabiy has fo

questions

ed an opinion onroost-of these '

Thus au evaluation
0'
office may want to initiate a

in this ar , simply to ensure that some accurate data is

evaluation

:available the

'decision maker. The evaluator here will clearly need a good techni.-al'

16 _



backgroundpossibly a university professor. This is probably an area where

a public school evaluator is not a400d choice:fo:

as meta-evaluator might not be sufficiently high.

evAluation--his credibility.

On the other hand,

most public schools are familiar with the university, researcher who insists

that all studies have to be carried out following a strict experimental

control model; a review by someonlwith orientation would probably rule

out as invalid 90% of the work perfo -ed,by all evaluation offices.: There_

the person responsible for this meta-evaluatien should ideally also have

An understanding of the context in which publio-school !valuation takes place.

This is oria a ea in which A team-approach could be

The evaluator_cannot himself effectively carry Out

either the question of continuation of his office or the questio

on addressing

relating to

the use of his data to make program changes-- Same of the-data can indeedi:

be gathered internally_by evaluation offices but-theneed for objectivity

_(or-:rather, forlperceived objectivity) is too:highto allow an effective

self evaluation to take place. However, by initiating the procestaof

such a meta-evaluation,- the-evaluator often has some choiceover the eval-

tor chosen; using this choice wisely can-avoid the problem of an evaluation

.1jeing carried outwithout an understanding of context, while making

the expertise to:do a good job is present,: _

are

ESTABLISWITIORITIES"

What topics/programs Shoe71 theevaluation office evaluate? This

a decision for which an office can-

_

addressed-ight include: What programs receive a large proportion of the

gather information. Questions to be

budget? What areas are perceived-as important by district administrators?

-19



decisions going to be made during the*coming year?

will information in fact be used?. Ideally the evaluation

office_will not-itself set ita_evaluation areas but will work with:admin- -

istrative or policy-setting personnel above the office to establish these'-

areas. The evaluation office can very well provide much of the information

which goes into this decision. This would not be the case only if the
.

evaluation office were perceived as having a bias - -being "out to get" a

program, for instance.

IMPROVE EVALUATION DESIGNS-TECHNIQUES 'AND STRATEGIES"

-The remaining questions deal, ith deo _sions which will probably be

made by theevaluation office itself.. Thus the choice of meta-evaluator

_probably largelY the evaluator's.. :The objectivity of"the meta-evaluator

needs to be answered_onlyto the satisfaction Of the evaluator.-- The best

choice-for the evaluation depends on_the strongest needs for improvement

in the Office as noted in the survey responses.. For internal management

management skills ofevaluators _d communication outside experts may

well be aware of techniques-and ideas not normally in an eval_ or s

_lbackground. For technical areaa -such as data quality and_ analyses,

trong technicai_skills are needed. If he is to benefit the:evaluation

officethe mete-evaluator must be capable ofaddressing _omplex,statistical

issues which have obvious or simple answers. This evaluator has less

need for an -nderstanding of the -ontext of evaluation In the schools,

:the findings will be filtered through the understanding_ that the office has

before they are implemented. In:a department with=manyresources and a_

variety of backgrounds staff Members mayibe able to serve this



for each other; more ypically in this situation a university person:has

the most appropriate combination of_skills. This is also likely to b_ a'

time-censuming:area of decisions to address, since it Involves familiarity

an office's activities and feedback about the office whichcannot be-

given in an hour. Thus, sonnel over a

period of time may be a des

TRICKY BUSINESS"

There Is obviously no,

evaluate the evaluator.

_ngle answer to the question of who can best

External pe sons provide relatively higher objectivity_

and relatively less Understanding of the local context compared to _e

evaluation. HOther public sdhool evaluators may have a good TOwar_ness

the context and of specific problems -.but they will a so have some

problems with credibility. In general, there tends

owledge of context and credibility.

The most important thing for evaluator

that some particular category of evaluator

both costs and henefits from

tO

to be a trade off between

ealize at present -is

Is best,Tbut that there are

_ot

Any category of. evaluation. Neta-evalua0on is

comingby addressing the issue now evaluato

of having' the henef

s maximize their likelihood-_,_

o them of an evaluation outweigh the costs.

POSSIBILITIES FOR CH ALONG THESE LINES -KEEP:UPTHE GOOD WORR._"

Te-lnténd to! ,We are particularly:-interested-in reaching other persons

to gather their opinions and feelings regarding meta-evaluation. If you

are interested in_being_included in a survey,Aust get your name and address



to one ef us: tereiis a form attached you can use ifyou wish) We are

especially:interested in contacting persons who have had their evaluation

activities:formally:evaluated and who have themselves carried out meta-

evaluations.-

_
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POSITION

ADDRESS

I have been involved in meta-evaluations of my work.

I have carried out meta-evalua- o:s of o her people
evaluations

Paula Hatuszek or Ann Lee
6100 Guadalupe, Box 79
Austin,:_Tx 78752


